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B. ACTIVITIES
Activities Report:
WP6

Consortium is disseminating the project outcomes at national and
European level trough the brochure (in Italian and English language), the
partners’ websites, the CIR Bulletin sent to around 3000 external contacts
as local, national public and private institutions; by the Deeper newsletters
sent by mail to the internal mailing list.
CIR further disseminated the aims of Deeper project during events
organised by CIR such as: 26 June (of each year of project, 2010 and
2011) international Day in support of victims of torture and during the
Final Round Table Ecstra-empowerment of migrants community in Rome,
disseminating the Deeper brochure inside the folders (2010).
CIR guaranteed the contribution with regards the contest of intervention
on Asylum to the AICA article presented in L’Aquila Seminar in September
2010 e to the poster DIDAMATIC
To ensure a network expansion in September 2010 we have proposed to
Rete Scuole Migranti to sign a formal cooperation agreement in order to
involve in the project external networks of trainers already operating in
Rome. The agreement will be signed in December 2010. Such agreement
would guarantee a more widespread network of trainers.
Partners presented the project in various occasions of Immigration and
Asylum events in Italy (Rome, Caltagirone - CT, Grammichele - CT).
Consortium presented during public debates on the theme (Catania
Meeting in February 2011) and by the Deeper Community some relevant
documents on the Asylum System in Italy, by PP presentations and law
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collection of the relevant legislative system in Italy and Europe
With regard to the associated partners, Consortium, in particular CIR
updated constantly on the activities carried out by mails and phone calls
the Ministry of Interior, ANCI and Provincia di Caserta.
In the occasion of the Final Conference in Bruxelles the 15th and 16th
September 2011, we have stimulated the participation of all associated
partners. A representative of ANCI participated to the Conference with a
specific speech on the training of trainers within the national reception
system of SPRAR.
Consortium, trough the invitation to the Final Conference in Brussels,
disseminated the project results to relevant stakeholders in the asylum
field at national and European level. Specifically representatives of ECRE,
UNHCR- Belgium and Italian regions (Sicily, Tuscany, Emilia Romagna,
Veneto, etc..) present in Brussels are invited to give a thematic
contribution as speakers in the Conference.

Activities
Attachments:

CIR presentations in PP related to Deeper Project:
1) Who is CIR?
2) CIR Workplan
3) “Italy Asylum Procedure in brief”
4) “Regional policies for migrants integration-ITALY”, Brussels 15th
September 2011
5) Il Diritto “all’accoglienza integrata” dei richiedenti asilo e dei titolari di
protezione. Una definizione. CIR Presentation in Catania Deeper Seminar
(18 February 2011)
6) “Nuove politiche dell’immigrazione: accoglienza, integrazione e legalità“,
Documents edited by CIR and available in the Deeper Community:
Asylum general context in Europe
Document of thematic context: Equal META “L’alfabetizzazione linguistica
dei cittadini stranieri- Raccomandazioni specifiche agli operatori del settore
e buone pratiche”, Edizioni Promidea, 2007
CIR Glossary (published by CIR within the NIRVA Project)
Guide to international refugee Law and legislative annexes on European
and national Laws
Documents for trainers collected for Deeper goals
SSAI (High School of the Ministery of Interior)- La protezione
internazionale nella UE: sviluppi attuali del diritto di asilo. Manuale del
formatore. Pdf version available
ARCI- “EqualinEurope”= training material for operators who work with
asylum seekers and refugees CD available.
Documents of contest:
Contact mails to Sprar and territorial member projects, collecting of
questionnaires to forward to CREA, format questionnaire shared with Crea
CIR Document: Rete Scuole Migranti presentation
CIRNotizie- Draft Article on Deeper project to summarize final results (will
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be published on Cir Notizie of October 2011)
Books purchaised and available at CIR for general scenario: 1) Richiesti e
respinti di M. Ambrosini, Il Saggiatore, 2) Parole Sporche di
L.Guadagnucci, Edizioni Altreconomia
Invitation e-mails to Final Conference of relevant stakeholders at national
and European level
A book edited by Learning Community, with the participation of the
Consortium (in particular Dida) with a CD.
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see www.cir-onlus.org : news in homepage of 19 February and 4 July
2010, and 8 September 2011 for the Brussels Conference and a direct link
to the website Deeper as well as in the Bulletin
Cir Notizie n. 3/2010, n 4/5 2010 CIR Activity annual Report, n 9/2010, n
2/2011, n. 4/5 2011 CIR Activity annual Report.
A last CIRNotizie of October 2011 will be published in next days with an
article on Deeper project summarizing final results
Events: 26 giugno Giornata a sostegno delle vittime di tortura c/o Teatro
Argentina in Rome; 27 giugno Giornata a sostegno delle vittime di tortura c/o
Teatro Ambra Jovinelli in Rome
13 luglio 2010: CIR Project Ecstra Tavola rotonda finale c/o Sala della Pace
Provincia di Roma ,
12 November 2010: Kalat Care “Fiera del benessere sociale”, Caltagirone
(CT), in the Fidone Presentation on “Nuove politiche dell’immigrazione:
accoglienza, integrazione e legalità“;
19 February 2011: Grammichele (CT) dissemination in the Round Table
“prospettive sull’immigrazione a Grammichele: Un percorso tra
legalità e integrazione“
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C. RESULTS
Results
Attachments:

Dissemination materials (news on different Deeper activities in the CIR
homepage, headed paper, brochures in Italian, English…)
Meetings / workshop for focus group, and sensititation public debates on
Asylum (reported in the related WP of activities)
Contribution to Poster DIDAMATICA 2010
Contribution to scientific report presented in AICA 2010
Contribution to Poster DIDAMATICA 2011
ISFOL interview (available on the Web tot he institutional ISFOL website)
WP4 Report activities as Responsable oft he WP
Thematic reports and presentations on Asylum and Immigration contest in
Italy and Europe

D. OTHER
Problems: Problems
encountered with
regard to training
system for refugees in
Italy;

Problems encountered
in implementation of
project

By the national contest emerging in the framework research on refugee
training it is clear that the difficulties are more than the facilities, in terms
of methodologies, available instruments, financial resources, and lack of
coordination within the trainers. During the pilot tests we experienced how
the trainer of refugees / migrants, especially on the linguistic aspects of
literacy, was not specifically familiar with forms of support electronic
training, preferring instead to share through face to face interactions in
certain times and with direct comparison to the experiences and
difficulties, with his impressions and experiences not necessarily coming
through as effectively through web interactions.
In addition there is not yet a formal training system for trainers active in
asylum field, tested and applied at national level. We will encourage this
goal by involving the Deeper Methodology in the traning system adopted
by SPRAR, as declared by ANCI as associated partner.
We do not encounter problems regarding the partnership as whole. As CIR
we act in intermediating the relations to Comune di Catania and CIRE‘ due
the specific administrative problems encountered during the
implementation.
The assistance guaranteed by Dida Network is ready and satisfied at
administrative level.

Suggestions:

Other:
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